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- - - - - G E N E R A L N E W S and R E L E A S E S - - - - - 
 
Some great new releases this week: 
First of all the new REDSHIFT album COLDER!!!, the recordings for HJ9. 
I was at this festival and believe me this was a stunning performance. 
Mark and Ian where in splendid form that day. 
Also the release of Poland deluxe by Tangerine dream, we have copies instock!! 
And we expect any day now the new JEROME FROESE - NIGHTSHADE FAMILY  
(LIVE ALBUM) 
I have yet to hear it but I liked the stuff he did solo until now so  
should be good. 
Also new albums by DITHMAR, FABER, NATTEFROST, HUMAN METRONOME, 
PRZEMYSLAW RUDZ and NORYANI. 
 
We also have added two very special various artist albums. 
VA - EM FOR LIFE a special benefit double cd for the victims of the  
catastrophe in Japan. 
all revenues of the sales of this album will be going to help the  
survivors of this tragedy. 
There are great names on this sampler and a double cd not to miss!! 
And V/A - JOINT EFFORTS 'THE ALBUM' a sampler made by the members of  
the EMPortal.info 
This sampler contains also some of the best EM Musicians around. 
 
And we still have the offer that all costumers who bought a Groove  
Unlimited release 
in May this year get a 5% extra discount on any order from Groove  
releases even though we 
have lowered most of all Groove prices to $18.25 | £12.99 | €13.75. 
 
We have also bought a great amount of overstock CD's, many of them  
only one copy. 
Check the what's new page and look at the entries. 
 
Thanks for your time. 
 
Ron Boots 
 
DREAMSCAPE RADIO 
Show #146 is available 
<http://dreamscape.groove.nl>http://dreamscape.groove.nl 
 
- - - - - message the EM Scene - - - - - 
 
Dear ex-KLEM members, 
After all these years I have closed down Association KLEM fully. 
This means that the website is stopped and the KLEM email addresses  
no longer exist. 
If someone wants to reach me, please send me an analog letter or  
postcard with your email to: 
 
Frits, Amstelsingel 7, 4105 GZ Culemborg, and I will give you my  
personal email adress for your own use. 
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The reason for this procedure is that on the KLEM email addresses I  
would get as many as 25 spam mails per day, 
so I want to avoid this for my personal email addresses. 
 
Thank you for your understanding, and all the best from Culemborg 
With cosmic greetings, 
Frits 
 
If you have an announcement or idea's about E-News just drop me a  
line ron@groove.nl 
 
- - - - - SPECIAL SHIPPING INFORMATION FOR COSTUMERS OUTSIDE OF  
EUROPE - - - - - 
 
Shipping prices have soared the last years outside of Europe because  
of weight and how big a package is. 
BUT!!! we have a special shipping service for people outside of Europe. 
If you decide to ship the CD's without there Jewel cases 
(mind that this can't be done with digipacks and other packaging!!) 
we are able to ship 10 CDs unpacked from their jewel cases for $ 23.00. 
This is for Registered and Insured shipping. 
If you decide to ship them just Priority then we are able to ship 6  
CDs for $ 10.00. 
 
- - - - - C O N C E R T N E W S - - - - - 
 
Electronic Circus presents: Schwingungen-Party 2011 The legendary  
gardenparty continues !! 
Over 10 hours of finest electronic live music in an fantastic garden  
setting with big barbeque, drinks and much fun! 
This is "the" electronic summer event !! 
The creme de la creme of classic electronic music all live in one event. 
Come and join the party! 
Line up: 
René v.d. Wouden (NL) 
Mental Lightforce (CH) 
Alien Nature + T M A + Martinson (D) 
Matzumi (D) 
Eric v.d. Heijden (NL) 
Nattefrost (DK) 
MorPheuSz (in Ambient mode) (NL+D) 
 
<mailto:party@electronic-circus.net>party@electronic-circus.net 
www.electronic-circus.net 
 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
 
E-LIVE UPDATE !!! 
October 15th 2011 in the Enck in Oirschot near Eindhoven. 
 
The first performance of the day will be by. 
MATZUMI - She is one of the few EM female artists around and is one  
of the biggest surprises in the EM scene last year. 
She will mesmerize the audience with her music, i am proud to present here! 
 
Second act for E-Live 2011 is my good friend ERIC V.D. HEIJDEN. 
He will present his now CD on E-Live and I am sure that many will be  
happy to see Eric back on stage as a solo act!! 
 
This week I will update the E-Live website, all info for tickets are  
there www.E-Live.nl 
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That was the news, now comes the list you have all been waiting for. 
Check out the new stuff!! 
 
Ron Boots 
 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
 
NEW PRODUCTS 
These products are NEW in our catalog. Further in this newsletter are  
more details. 
Computerchemist - Music for Earthquakes (cdr) 
Dithmar - Eternity (amaray case) (cdr) 
Faber - Different Worlds (amaray case) (cdr) 
Jerome Froese - Nightshade Family (live album) (cd) 
Human Metronome - Child set Free (cd) 
Nattefrost - Repackaged (cd) 
NORYANI - Northeast 117 (cd) 
Redshift - Colder (cd) 
Przemyslaw Rudz - Cerulean Legacy (cd) 
V/A - EM for Life (2-cd) 
V/A - Joint Efforts 'The Album' (2-cd) 
 
JUKEBOX 
The new jukebox contains 141 titles. 
To listen: click on the JUKEBOX button on www.groove.nl 
 
================================================ 
 
- - - b e s t s a l e s s i n c e p r e v i o u s e - n e w s - - - 
 
NON-GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL 
1: Wavestar - Moonwind (cd) 
2: Wavestar - Zenith (cd) 
3: Free System Projekt - Okefenokee dreams (cd) 
4: Gert Emmens & Ruud Heij - Return to the origin (cd) 
5: Redshift - Faultline (cd) 
6: Rogue Element - Premonition (cd) 
7: Tangerine Dream - Blue dawn (cd) 
8: John Dyson - Evolution (cd) 
9: Wavestar - Mind journey (cd) 
0: Redshift - Toll (cd) 
 
GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL 
1: Ron Boots - Liquid structures in solid form (cd) 
2: V/A - Armageddon in the rose garden part 1 (cd single) 
3: Gert Emmens - Wanderer of time (cd) 
4: Ron Boots - Acoustic shadows (cd) 
5: VoLt - Far canal (cd) 
6: Gert Emmens - Waves of dreams (cd) 
7: Dom F. Scab - Analogical confessions (cd) 
8: Ron Boots - Area movement (cd) 
9: Can Atilla - Omni (cd) 
0: Gert Emmens - When darkness falls upon the earth (cd) 
 
- - - - n e w a n d c h a n g e d e n t r i e s - - - - 
 
Additions and changes from June 5 2011 till June 11 2011 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Akikaze - MUSIC FROM THE MESOZOIC (cdr) 30792 
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2009. Eighth album, a prequel to his debut Music from misty marshes. 
$ 20.75 / UKP 14.75 / EURO 15.49 
We have only ONE copy! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30792 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Alpha Wave Movement - EDGE OF INFINITY (cdr) gr1125 
1997. 2nd cd. Somewhat darker than Transcendence. 
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 15.99 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr1125 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Arcane - FUTURE WRECK (cd) 32221 
2000. Music & cover in 80's TD style. 
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.99 / EURO 16.99 
We have only ONE copy, so don't order too late! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=32221 
 
*new in stock * 
Biosphere - N-PLANTS (cd) 22894 
2011. Ambient soundscapes. 
Digipak 
$ 24.25 / UKP 17.25 / EURO 18.25 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22894 
 
*new entry * 
Computerchemist - MUSIC FOR EARTHQUAKES (cdr) 39883 
2011. Ethereal synthesizer and guitar landscape. 
$ 19.75 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 14.90 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=39883 
 
*new entry / released * 
Dithmar - ETERNITY (cdr) 81472 
2011. best artist 2009 with the Schallwelle-award. 
$ 22.25 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 16.75 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=81472 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Enigma - CROSS OF CHANGES (cd) 80570 (2nd hand) 
1994. With "Return to Innocence". 
$ 6.75 / UKP 4.75 / EURO 4.99 
We have only ONE copy, so order fast! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80570 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Enigma - LE ROI EST MORT, VIVE LE ROI (cd) 20149 
1996. Third album, approx. the same style. 
$ 19.99 / UKP 14.25 / EURO 14.99 
We have only ONE copy, so first come = first go! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20149 
 
*new entry / released * 
Faber - DIFFERENT WORLDS (cdr) 83644 
2011. Melodic EM with soft elements of Spacerock. 
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 15.99 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=83644 
 
*new entry * 
Froese, Jerome - NIGHTSHADE FAMILY (LIVE ALBUM) (cd) 80149 
2011. 
$ 25.49 / UKP 18.25 / EURO 19.25 
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2008. FAX PS 08/115. A fresh version of both Chill Out and Techno. 
Limited edition of 500. 
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 12.99 
We have only ONE copy, so gone=gone! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=46685 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Suriya - AUF PROBE (cdr) 20656 
2007. Relaxed melodies. 
$ 13.25 / UKP 9.49 / EURO 9.99 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20656 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Swire, Ben - EQUILIBRIUM (cd single) 72467 
2002. Quirky, rhythmic electronic. 
$ 4.99 / UKP 3.75 / EURO 3.75 
We have only ONE copy, so order fast! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=72467 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Synergy - RECONSTRUCTED ARTIFACTS (cd) 25854 
1970/2002. New music from the seventies and eighties. 
Remastered. 
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.99 / EURO 16.95 
We have only ONE copy, so gone=gone! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25854 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Tangerine Dream - 35TH ANNIVERSARY PHAEDRA CONCERT (2-dvd, NTSC) 39796 
2007. Region free. 
Limited edition of 400. 
Digipak 
$ 47.75 / UKP 33.75 / EURO 35.95 
We have only ONE copy, so first come = first go! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=39796 
 
*new in stock * 
Tangerine Dream - POLAND DELUXE (2-cd) 83785 
1984/2011. Entire unedited double lp version incl. deluxe booklet. 
Remastered. 
Digipak 
$ 26.99 / UKP 18.99 / EURO 20.25 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=83785 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Tangerine Dream - PRESTON 1980 (2-cd) 34557 
1980/2006. Preston Guild Hall, Oct 5th 1980. 
Limited edition. 
$ 41.25 / UKP 29.25 / EURO 30.99 
We have only ONE copy, so order fast! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=34557 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Trance Atlantic Air Waves - ENERGY OF SOUND (cd) 20500 (2nd hand) 
1998. Michael Cretu (Enigma) plays 10 synthesizer classics in modern style. 
Out of print (rare). 
Digipak 
$ 11.99 / UKP 8.49 / EURO 8.99 
We have only ONE copy, so gone=gone! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20500 
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*(back) in stock * 
Urchin - URCHIN (cd) 33079 
1999. Pumped up and blissed out electronic beats. 
$ 10.75 / UKP 7.49 / EURO 7.99 
We have only ONE copy, so order fast! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=33079 
 
*new entry / track listing and cover added * 
V/A - EM FOR LIFE (2-cd) 24798 
2011. Special non profit CD for the releif of the casualties of the  
tragedy in Japan.. 
$ 25.25 / UKP 17.99 / EURO 18.99 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24798 
 
*new entry * 
V/A - JOINT EFFORTS 'THE ALBUM' (2-cd) 33644 
2010. A broad spectrum of styles by members of EMPortal.info. 
$ 25.25 / UKP 17.99 / EURO 18.95 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=33644 
 
*(back) in stock * 
V/A - TICKET TO MARS VOL.1 (cdr) 75131 
2006/2007. A broad spectrum of styles. 
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 12.99 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=75131 
 
*(back) in stock * 
V/A - TICKET TO MARS VOL.2 (cdr) 27133 
2006/2007. A broad spectrum of styles. 
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 12.99 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27133 
 
*(back) in stock * 
V/A - TICKET TO MARS VOL.3 (cdr) 42633 
2006/2007. A broad spectrum of styles. 
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 12.99 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42633 
 
*(back) in stock * 
Vollenweider, Andreas - KRYPTOS (cd) 42530 
1998. 
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 12.99 
We have only ONE copy, so first come = first go! 
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42530 
 
- - - - - - - - - - r e v i e w s - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Nattefrost – repackaged (84456) in the year 2004 there were 2  
nattefrost releases - 
both inspired by the ancient scandinavia. 'de som sejrede...' - an  
album of 10 great symphonic dark ambient tracks. 
And the ep 'vejen til asgård'. Both sold out a few years ago - but  
now finally available again. 
This time on 1 cd and with 2 previously unreleased bonus tracks. And,  
of course, digitally remastered. 
 
- - - - - - - - - - r e v i e w s - - - - - - - - - - 
 
Noryani – northeast 117 (81190) we take a sequential trip as soon as  
the first piece begins. 
As far as famous synthesizer artists are concerned, 
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there come bionight and paul nagle to ones mind here it is, 
a lonely snowy park, somewhere far away car- and neon-lights are shimmering, 
and this very place lives a life of its own, caught with a hidden  
synthesizer-oriented camera... 
The second piece is quite rapturous, optimistic; such mid-tempo pace  
and sunrainy melodies are normally. 
The shape of the third piece is marked by silence and pauses as well  
as by lurking sequential passages 
and some catchy tunes ? La vangelis (lets pay attention to the arrangements 
doesn't it all sound a bit as if it was blade runners twin?... 
The fourth track is based on penetrative dark beams, whereby a kettle  
full of black ambient mass is boiling. 
This would be an ingenious intro, and behold, it turns out to be a  
whole piece of music! 
Apart from that, there appear some nice bass line sighs in the  
background until now its my favorite piece of the set. 
Track five... Long shadowy sounds flow through space a bit as if it  
was some early vangelis record, 
and the main melody is here the jewel in the crown a gramophone recollection, 
a leaf found near the puddle in the park whose specific form reminds  
us of something nice, 
warm and long forgotten. Such is the atmosphere of this piece of music, 
yet another one among my favourites. 
The sweepy percussion line could also be a work by spyra, 
another master of nostalgia with a bit of humor to it. 
The sixth piece illustrates the question what is time? Quite well. 
There they go, sombre and melancholic chords, accompanied by some  
murky background-sounds and an elegant trance percussion line. 
This one is a very nice melange of empop and chilly electro in a  
navyblue-silvery organic mood. 
Track seven brings some windy keyboards, while an electronic  
sandstorm is approaching. 
An interesting way to serve electronic romanticism and a good deal of suspense. 
In the eighth composition a catchy sequential riff appears, reminding  
me of the atmosphere of non-hit tracks from peter gabriels so. 
Here we have nice singing drum patterns and a pleasant recurring melody. 
The sequencer joins in and, after two minutes from the start, a  
trance beat-line. 
Now there is pretty much going on at all levels, static keyboard  
soundscapes get mixed nicely with percussive dynamics. 
At dawn we take a look through the window and see all the buildings and cars 
as if in a deformed negative photo as if it were the same as usual,  
and still, what an enthralling surprise! 
Track nine is the final word. Soft guitar sounds as if from some  
other dimension, wax dawn mantra; 
through the window we catch a glimpse of the snowy park from the  
opening track. 
The street lamps fade out, night turns into bent cold dawn, we cannot  
be sure if it is a black garbage bag or a raven preparing to fly away, 
there, behind the bench, in this gloomy aura... 
Such a beautiful piece of music to wake up with, an introduction to  
yet another snowy, frosty day. 
A track I could compare this one with is thomas p. Heckmanns  
fantastic astral chains. Strongly recommended. 
 
2011. Igor wróblewski 
 
- - - - - - - - - - r e v i e w s - - - - - - - - - - 
 
V/A - Joint efforts ''the album'' (33644) 
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MARKETPLACE 

Get great advice about dogs and cats. Visit the Dog & Cat Answers Center. 

Joint efforts - "the album" is the outcome of an idea born several  
years ago on the em forum emportal.info. 
I'm personally not a fan of compilation-albums, and like only those,  
which feature unique tracks. 
Fortunately, "the album" is an exception, as this double album  
contains all unique tracks in a whole range of styles. In addition, 
it offers the great opportunity to find out what's going on in the em  
scene since a couple of years. 
In that perspective, this album is a great platform for the rather  
unknown electronic musicians from all over the globe to get their voice heard. 
There are 20 tracks in total, offering a very nice and accessible  
collection of contemporary electronics. 
What all excellent produced pieces have in common is a comfortable  
and warm but also lively atmosphere. 
Although many may know I have a preference for ambient space music 
(like the great vintage/classical ambiences of von haulshoven,  
polaris or alpha wave movement), 
I also get a kick from up-tempo and very well sequenced pieces such  
as those by corporation or voynich, who are all featured on the first disc. 
Disc two offers more recommended listening, of which I just swiftly  
like to mention the excellent rendered imaginary music by e.g. 
Russell storey, chromengel and eric g, next to aem's peppy sequencer  
piece with strong retro flavours without omitting all the others. 
 
© Bert strolenberg / www.sonicimmersion.org 
 
Thanks and have a nice day. 
 
/\ /\ 
( ='.'= ) 
~(__)_) 
 
Groove Unlimited (Specializing in Electronic Music) 
Ron Boots 
Helmkruid 28 
5684 HN Best 
the Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0) 499 474711 
------------------------------ 
Email: ron@groove.nl ; Web pages http://www.groove.nl  
 
[Non-text portions of this message have been removed] 
 

Reply to sender | Reply to group | Reply via web post | Start a New Topic  
Messages in this topic (1)  

RECENT ACTIVITY: 
Visit Your Group  

- - - S T A N D A R D   S T U F F - - - 
* To change your settings go to: http://groups.yahoo.com/myprefs 
* To UNsubscribe send an Email to: Groove_Unlimited-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com 
* Old E-News can be read on http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Groove_Unlimited/ 

__._,_.___
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  Stay on top of your group activity without leaving the page you're on - Get the 
Yahoo! Toolbar now.

__,_._,___
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